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INTRODUCTION
• CAA has published Final Proposals on Economic Regulation from April 2014
− 30 day consultation, ends
4 Nov 2013
− Market power determination & proposed licence, published
Jan 2014
− Appeal (if any) of market power determination/licence terms, lodged Mar 2014

• Civil Aviation Act 2012. CAA’s primary duty is to further the interests of users
regarding the range, availability, continuity, cost and quality of airport
operation services. The CAA must have regard to a range of matters including:
− the need to secure that each holder of a licence…is able to finance the provision of
airport operations services..”.

• CAA will “introduce a new regulatory approach for GAL based on the airport’s
commitments to airlines and underpinned by a CAA licence”
• Commitments are a 7 year, legally binding contractual undertaking between
GAL and its airlines
− embedded in the airport's Conditions of Use
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AIRPORT COMMITMENTS – PRICE
• Limitation on gross yield from airport charges: RPI+1.5% p.a.
− Based on published tariff
− Measured over 7 year term. Prices may be lower/higher than price path in a year,
subject to RPI+10% change y-o-y
− Provides certainty as to the average level of the tariff, although structure of tariff
can continue to evolve e.g. to reward/incentivise efficient use of the infrastructure.

• Limitation on net yield from airport charges: RPI+0.5% p.a.
− Based on published tariff, less contract discounts
− Measured over 7 year term. Prices may be lower/higher than price path in a year
− Represents the yield actually received by GAL

• For comparison, the CAA has considered what would constitute a “fair price”
using a traditional RAB-based building block approach:
− 5 years, RPI+1.6% p.a.
− 7 years, RPI+0.3% p.a.
− both assuming a WACC of 5.95% (cf. 5.65% in CAA’s April 2013 Initial Proposals)
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AIRPORT COMMITMENTS – SERVICE

• Based on Q5 service quality regime, but with two additional measures
− Outbound baggage system performance
− Security queues <30mins in any measurement period in a day

• Service rebates remain up to 7% of airport charges in aggregate
− But, rebalanced across individual metrics

• Service bonuses removed
• Potential reduction in rebates payable by GAL to individual airlines based on
check-in queue and arrivals baggage performance
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AIRPORT COMMITMENTS – OTHER TERMS
• Investment & consultation commitment
−
−
−
−

GAL has responsibility for managing capital investment to meet service standards
Targeted consultation process
No capital expenditure triggers
Minimum investment of £100m p.a. on average over the 7 years

• Information commitment
− No separate regulatory accounts to be published - reliance on disclosure in
statutory accounts
− Publication of annual statement of asset value *

• Operational & financial resilience commitment
− Annual confirmation of adequate financial resources to operate the airport *
− Notify CAA prior to amendments to financing documents in respect of credit rating
requirements
* Subject to additional requirements under the CAA Final Proposals (see overleaf)
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CAA FINAL PROPOSALS – LICENCE AND CAA MONITORING
REQUIRED TO UNDERPIN COMMITMENTS
• CAA Final Proposal assumes there is a continuing need for the licence regulation of GAL
− consistent with its “minded to conclude” assessment that GAL has significant market power

• Licence conditions, include
− making the entering into of the Commitments a licence condition and preventing GAL from
unilaterally varying the Commitments
− a financial resilience condition, covering: annual certificate of adequacy of resources (with a
24 month look-forward) to enable it to provide airport operation services; restriction on
business activity (broadly current airport operation activities); procurement of certain holding
company undertakings

• The CAA will request GAL to undertake a Regulatory Asset Base calculation, as set out in
Appendix 3 of the CAA’s Final Proposals
• As an alternative to additional licence conditions, the CAA has also set out a process for
monitoring GAL’s performance under the Commitments, including
− in the second half of 2016, the CAA intends to undertake a “short and focussed assessment of
the performance of the commitments and publish its findings”
− treatment of second runway costs and consistency with CAA policy guidelines
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REGULATORY TIMETABLE
• Gatwick publishes final business plan

January 2013

• CAA publishes Q6 Initial Proposals

April 2013

• CAA publishes Gatwick “minded to” market power assessment

May 2013

• End of consultation on Q6 Initial Proposals

June 2013

• CAA publishes Q6 Final Proposals

3 October 2013

• 30 day consultation, ends

4 November 2013

• CAA publishes market power determination & proposed licence January 2014
• CAA grants licence

February 2014

• Appeal (if any) of market power determination or licence terms

March 2014

• Airport Commitments & licence come into force

1 April 2014

• Appeal hearings (if any) with CAT or CMA

Spring/Summer 2014
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DISCLAIMER
This material contains certain tables and other statistical analyses (the “Statistical Information”) which have been prepared in reliance
on publicly available information and may be subject to rounding. Numerous assumptions were used in preparing the Statistical
Information, which may or may not be reflected herein. Actual events may differ from those assumed and changes to any assumptions
may have a material impact on the position or results shown by the Statistical Information. As such, no assurance can be given as to the
Statistical Information’s accuracy, appropriateness or completeness in any particular context; nor as to whether the Statistical
Information and/or the assumptions upon which it is based reflect present market conditions or future market performance. The
Statistical Information should not be construed as either projections or predictions nor should any information herein be relied upon as
legal, tax, financial or accounting advice. Gatwick Airport Limited (“GAL”) does not make any representation or warranty as to the
accuracy or completeness of the Statistical Information.
These materials contain statements that are not purely historical in nature, but are “forward-looking statements”. These include, among
other things, projections, forecasts, estimates of income, yield and return, and future performance targets. These forward-looking
statements are based upon certain assumptions, not all of which are stated. Future events are difficult to predict and are beyond GAL’s
control. Actual future events may differ from those assumed. All forward-looking statements are based on information available on the
date hereof and neither GAL nor any of its affiliates or advisers assumes any duty to update any forward-looking statements.
Accordingly, there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections will be realised, that forward-looking statements will
materialise or that actual returns or results will not be materially lower that those presented.
This material should not be construed as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities, or any interest in any securities, and
nothing herein should be construed as a recommendation or advice to invest in any securities.
This document has been sent to you in electronic form. You are reminded that documents transmitted via this medium may be altered
or changed during the process of electronic transmission and consequently neither GAL nor any person who controls it (nor any director,
officer, employee not agent of it or affiliate or adviser of such person) accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of the
difference between the document sent to you in electronic format and the hard copy version available to you upon request from GAL.
Any reference to “GAL” will include any of its affiliated associated companies and their respective directors, representatives or
employees and/or any persons connected with them.
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